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Queers in History

The Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Historical Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals

KEITH STERN

*Queers in History* is the only comprehensive biographical compendium of important historical and contemporary figures who were/are gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender. From Egyptian pharaohs, Catholic popes and Abraham Lincoln to Bishop Gene Robinson, Neil Patrick Harris and Angelina Jolie, *Queers in History* brings these figures, from their work to their sexuality, to life.

The hundreds of people whose stories appear in this book are some of the most intriguing personalities of their times: actors and actresses, writers and musicians, businessmen and politicians, scientists and soldiers. But this irresistibly readable encyclopedia doesn’t just report those details that get left out of the standard biographies; it reveals a fascinating picture of queer society and culture throughout recorded history, from the homosexual shudō tradition practiced by samurai in Japan to the modern struggles for equal rights in America. Sir Ian McKellen contributes the foreword.

This is history at its finest: surprising, absorbing and ultimately empowering.

MARKETING

*National print and broadcast campaign*

*Author has many popular Web sites where links/advertising for the book will be available*

*Books to be sold at speaking engagements planned through various organizations such as PFLAG (Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays), GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation), ILGA (International Lesbian & Gay Association) and others*

OF NOTE

*Sir Ian McKellen wrote the foreword and will actively promote the book*

*No similar book exists*

*Cover design by Chip Kidd*

978-1933771-87-8
TRADE PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
6 X 9, 456 PAGES
$19.95 US/$25.00 CAN

GAY STUDIES
SELLING TERRITORY: WORLD
FOREIGN RIGHTS: WORLD
SEPTEMBER 2009

KEITH STERN has produced some of the most popular biographical Web sites on the Internet. Since 1997, he has been collaborating with Sir Ian McKellen on the actor’s autobiographical Web site, McKellen.com. He has also produced official Web sites for Lynn Redgrave, Sean Astin, Andy Serkis, Spinal Tap, the film “Gods and Monsters” and others for movie stars and movies.

Stern started in the music business as a musician followed by several years with Warner Bros. Records in field promotion, public relations, A&R and IT. In 1979, in...
Some of the People Profiled in *Queers in History*

Alexander the Great  
John Cage  
Margaret Cho  
James Dean  
Michel Foucault  
Judy Garland  
Cary Grant  
Neil Patrick Harris  
Pope Julius II  
Frida Kahlo  
Abraham Lincoln  
Michelangelo  
Jean Molière  
Elvis Presley  
Eleanor Roosevelt  
Shakespeare  
John Travolta  
Andy Warhol

The Law & Order: Special Victims Unit Unofficial Companion

SUSAN GREEN & RANDEE DAWN

Featuring interviews with your favorite Law & Order: SVU insiders, this guide offers a behind-the-scenes view of the popular crime show

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit is a spin-off of the original Law & Order series and is the highest-rated show of the Law & Order franchise. The show portrays sex crimes from the perspective of NYPD detectives and prosecutors. With the sort of ripped-from-the-headlines approach fans expect from the Law & Order franchise, SVU offers a gritty look at how justice works and when it unfortunately does not.

The Law & Order: Special Victims Unit Unofficial Companion is a comprehensive guide covering all 10 seasons (including the current 2008–2009 season) and includes a synopsis and an objective analysis for each episode, as well as commentaries or recollections from the people involved in crafting the one-hour tale. It goes after the heart of SVU through interviews with actors, writers, producers, casting agents, location scouts and others. Moreover, the authors peek behind the scenes of the bicoastal operation, observing the progress of an entire episode shot in New York City and a script fine-tuned in Los Angeles. The book will delight SVU devotees who love on-screen and backstage trivia. In addition, creator Dick Wolf offers readers a gripping foreword to the book.

For all those who turn on and tune in, The Law & Order: Special Victims Unit Unofficial Companion will serve as a healthy dose of facts about fiction. Cha-chang.

MARKETING

• Traditional media campaign
• Heavy Internet outreach to fan sites and communities
• Selected cast members expected to appear at book signings

OF NOTE

• The book is a sequel to Law & Order: The Unofficial Companion, which sold 37,000 copies
• Creator Dick Wolf wrote the foreword

978-1933771-88-5

TRADE PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
6 X 9, 416 PAGES
$17.95 US/$22.50 CAN

TELEVISION
SELLING TERRITORY: WORLD
FOREIGN RIGHTS: WORLD
SEPTEMBER 2009


RANDEE DAWN is a New York–based journalist and a senior editor with The Hollywood Reporter. In the past 20 years, she has covered the entertainment industry for Billboard, The Boston Phoenix, E! Online, New Musical Express and other publications.
Fake Alibis
An Almost True Novel
FRANK SIBILA WITH ADAM-TROY CASTRO AND CAREN KENNEDY

Fake Alibis is a gut-busting novel about making a living out of deception, based on the real-life adventures of the creator of the wildly successful company, FakeAlibi.com

When Keith wants to keep his wife from finding out about a beautiful 20-something redhead, he calls the only person who he knows can find the perfect cover for him—Frank Sibila, a man whose clientele ranges from cheating housewives to diplomats with their political livelihoods at stake. Holed up in the men’s room, a panicked Keith explains to Frank that his wife has just shown up at the restaurant where he and the redhead are dining. Frank assures him he will be there in 10 minutes. What Frank doesn’t know is that 10 minutes from now, his already drama-packed life will get even more interesting.

Keith’s case should be business as usual ... nothing out of the ordinary for the owner and operator of FakeAlibi.com, the real-life Web service that vouches for your “perfectly innocent” whereabouts. A master at the art of cock-and-bull storytelling, Frank twists believable tales to exonerate clients around the world, which he fortifies with agent testimony, receipts, fake news stories and whatever else is needed to tidy up his clients’ messes and moral missteps.

In this hilarious novel inspired by his real-life exploits, Frank finds himself trapped between a hapless husband who has run into big trouble in Sin City and an implacable wronged woman determined to cause Frank grief. It’s all just another day at the office for Frank and his slick operatives ... until he misplaces his client.

MARKETING
• Extensive national campaign

OF NOTE
• Fake Alibi company has a 7,000-plus client base, 240,000-plus annual Web site visitors and 10,000 registered Web site users
• The company has garnered prominent international media attention and has been exposed to more than 100 million people worldwide

978-1933771-89-2
TRADE PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
6 X 9, 200 PAGES
$14.95 US/$18.95 CAN

FICTION
SELLING TERRITORY: WORLD
FOREIGN RIGHTS: WORLD
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FRANK SIBILA (pseudonym) is educated to degree level and started FakeAlibi.com in 2005. He lives in the U.K.
ADAM-TROY CASTRO is a well-known author of science fiction, fantasy and horror.
CAREN KENNEDY is a freelance features writer and photographer living in Ireland.
The Accidental Millionaire

How to Succeed in Life Without Really Trying

GARY FONG

The Accidental Millionaire is the memoir of Gary Fong, would-be slacker who revolutionized wedding photography, inventor of popular photography aids, entrepreneur, contrarian, bon vivant and a man who really, really, didn’t want to become a doctor. A first-generation Chinese-American, Gary was raised in one of Los Angeles’ least-desirable neighborhoods and was forced to deal—in his own quirky and often very funny way—with the burdens of poverty, crime and his parents’ relentless aspirations. These almost overwhelmed him until he had a dramatic epiphany. Spotting a bumper sticker that read “Since I gave up hope, I feel much better,” Gary promptly did just that.

He stopped trying and started succeeding. At turns hilarious, insightful and instructive, The Accidental Millionaire is Horatio Alger—meets—David Sedaris. Turning the traditional self-help principles upside down, The Accidental Millionaire disdains the goal-oriented approaches of traditional self-help philosophies. Sometimes not knowing where you are going is the best possible way to get there.

MARKETING

• Traditional media campaign with a targeted emphasis toward the photography and entrepreneur trades
• Heavy online campaign with direct marketing and promotion to the author’s vast network of past and current students, buyers of his products and inventions and visitors to his blog
• The author lectures worldwide and will promote the book at these venues

OF NOTE

• Author is the inventor of the modern-day “photo storybook,” which revolutionized wedding photography. He is considered one of the most influential photographers and inventors of his generation
• Gary Fong also invented the Lightsphere, a lighting aid for photographers, which has sold more than 200,000 units worldwide
• Fong’s blog has 250,000 impressions a month
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GARY FONG is a globally renowned photographer, inventor and entrepreneur. He is the father of “story-booking,” now the industry standard in wedding photography, in which candid shots are arranged in real time to tell a story, as opposed to the archaic method of taking posed, stilted shots. He is also the inventor of the Lightsphere, a specially colored dome that is held in place over the flash unit of a camera.
From The Accidental Millionaire:

I credit two very small events in my life, separated by many years, for changing my life. One occurred when I was 10 years old. I wrote in my journal, with oddly grown-up clarity, that I was going to become my own parent. I was no longer going to derive my sense of safety and wellbeing from Mom and Dad. I simply realized that they would never be able to provide it. This journal entry then became a mandate to take complete responsibility for my life's direction.

The second moment occurred when, as a grown man, I glanced at a bumper sticker on a car. I was stuck in heavy L.A. traffic, feeling utterly frustrated with the fact that my life was not going according to Plan, mired in the depths of apathy and frustration, when I saw nine little words on the rear window of a Subaru wagon. Instantly, and I do mean instantly, my perspective changed.

The bumper sticker said, “Since I gave up hope, I feel much better.” I read it, laughed myself sick and immediately felt the proverbial weight of the world lift from my shoulders.

In that one instant, I gave up all attachment to things going the way I wanted them to. Ever. I surrendered all of my goals, my visions, my fantasies, my expectations. My Plans. I was suddenly knocked from my inner railroad tracks and felt my perspective opening up like a morning glory in the sun.

That bumper sticker gave me my freedom.

Bride and groom stood at the bottom of this stage, not looking at one another, emitting waves of hostility so thick you could feel them in the back row. After the rabbi said a few words, the two of them were supposed to go up the stairs together, to stand under the covered Chuppah for the balance of the ceremony. As they ascended the six steps, the groom accidentally stepped on the bride’s veil. Her head jerked backward.

She started screaming at the groom, “You fucking idiot. Why are you always so stupid? Do you take pills for it?” To which he replied, “I only stepped on your veil. Sor-ry!” She wouldn’t let it drop there. “You’re going to wreck my hair! You’re going to wreck my hair! Is that what you want?” And what was Mr. Right’s response? He reached over and yanked her veil off, uncoiling her carefully coiffed hair. The hair she had agonized over in the magical mirror. He just pulled the veil off and threw it on the ground. Her hair stuck out in 37 directions. She looked like a cactus.

“That’s what I think of your veil,” he said.
The Broadband Connection

The Art of Delivering a Winning IT Presentation

ALAN CARROLL

The only guide to giving effective presentations targeted at IT professionals

Q: What is the difference between an IT presentation and a funeral?
A: You know why you’re at the funeral.

It’s no secret that many IT professionals hate presenting and are often very bad at it. Focusing on technical details and speaking in monotone, they can quickly lose their audiences’ attention and interest. But it’s no joke. Effective presentation skills are critical to the careers of IT professionals and the proper utilization of corporate resources.

The Broadband Connection speaks to IT professionals in their own language, demonstrating how to:

- Effectively translate complex concepts into concrete, tangible ideas
- Vary their tone and style to ensure a compelling delivery
- Deliver information in a way that interests the audiences and addresses their needs

In The Broadband Connection, author and expert Alan Carroll, a transpersonal psychologist who has helped thousands of IT professionals worldwide evolve from nervous, insecure speakers into savvy, successful presenters, offers his proven strategies in this fresh and innovative step-by-step guidebook. Utilizing language and principles specific to the IT industry, the author teaches vital presentation skills in a familiar language the reader can identify with and understand. This book provides the tools to unleash the graceful speaker hidden inside every IT professional.

ALAN CARROLL is one of the pre-eminent authorities worldwide on teaching IT professionals the art of public speaking. A transpersonal psychologist who has combined his clinical study of the human mind with his natural talent as a speaker, he travels around the globe at the behest of such influential corporations as Cisco Systems, Lucent, Pfizer, Nortel, Avaya and Symantec Corporation, among many others, to work with their IT personnel.
New York Times bestselling author P. C. Cast edits teen vampire romance from the hottest YA writers in the genre

The success of Stephenie Meyer’s romantic vampire series Twilight has awakened a thirst in readers for more. In *Immortal: Love Stories With Bite*, edited by New York Times bestselling author of the House of Night series P. C. Cast, seven of today’s most popular YA vampire and contemporary fantasy authors offer brand-new, inventive, captivating short stories that prove that when you’re immortal, true love really is forever.

*Immortal* includes short stories by:

- Rachel Caine
- Cynthia Leitich Smith
- Claudia Gray
- Richelle Mead
- Nancy Holder
- Kristin Cast
- Tanith Lee

**MARKETING**

*Traditional national media campaign*

*Heavy online marketing to author fan sites and communities*

978-1933771-92-2  
TRADE PAPERBACK  
8.25 X 5.5, 200 PAGES  
$8.95 US/$11.00 CAN  
YOUNG ADULT  
SELLING TERRITORY: WORLD  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: NONE  
OCTOBER 2009

A New Dawn

Your Favorite Authors on Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight Series: Completely Unauthorized

ELLEN HOPKINS

A fascinating, highly entertaining journey through the Twilight series that devoted readers won’t want to miss.

Fans of the literary phenomenon known as the Twilight series can’t help wanting more. A New Dawn gives it to them, inviting readers to join some of their favorite YA authors as they look at the series with fresh eyes and fall in love with Edward, Bella and the rest of Forks, Wash., all over again.

Edited by bestselling author Ellen Hopkins, A New Dawn is packed with the same debates readers engage in with friends: Should Bella have chosen Edward or Jacob? How much control do Meyer’s vampires and werewolves really have over their own lives? The collection also goes further: Is Edward a romantic or a (really hot) sociopath? How do the Quileute werewolves compare to other Native American wolf myths? What does the Twilight series have in common with Shakespeare? With contributions from Megan McCafferty, Cassandra Clare, Rachel Caine and many more, A New Dawn answers these questions and more for a teen (and adult!) audience hungry for clever, view-changing commentary on their favorite series.

MARKETING

• National print campaign with young adult emphasis
• Heavy online marketing to fan sites and communities

ELLEN HOPKINS is a poet and award-winning author, with 20 published nonfiction books for children and five New York Times bestselling young adult novels-in-verse. Her sixth novel publishes August 2009. She is currently hard at work on her seventh and says she hopes for a Printz nomination before she reaches her expiration date. Hopkins lives with her husband, 11-year-old son, two dogs, one cat and a “whole mess of fish” on her hilltop estate near Carson City, Nev.
Ardeur
Unauthorized Essays on Laurell K. Hamilton’s Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Series
LEAH WILSON

A scintillating collection of essays on the #1 New York Times bestselling Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter series

Laurell K. Hamilton’s Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter series is a literary sensation, thanks to its strong female hero, well-fleshed (both literally and literarily) characters and unabashed attitude toward sex. The world Hamilton has created is powerfully compelling and stunningly complex—and it gets deeper and richer, and more perilous, with every book.

Straddling the series’ dominant themes of sex and power, Ardeur gives Anita fans a deeper look into the dynamics, both personal political, that have kept readers fascinated throughout the run of the series. Why is the ardeur the very best thing that could have happened to Anita, personally (aside from all the sex it requires her to have with hot men)? How is Anita’s alternate United States a logical legal extension of our own? And as the series continues, what other bargains might Anita have to make with herself and others in order to keep the people she loves safe from harm?

MARKETING

* Heavy Internet marketing to fan sites and communities

978-1933771-47-2
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The Bra Book

The Fashion Formula to Finding the Perfect Bra

JENÉ LUCIANI

A trusted fashion and beauty expert tells women everything they need to know about choosing the right fashion support

According to a September 2006 episode of the “The Oprah Winfrey Show,” countless American women are in need of a serious “bra intervention.” Eighty-five percent of women are wearing the wrong bra. What else don’t we know about which one is the right one?

The Bra Book author Jené Luciani—a fashion expert and a go-to guide for beauty advice—once and for all arms women with the knowledge they need to find the right fashion support. From the best bra to wear under every outfit to important information about bras and breast health from puberty to retirement, from the physics behind bra design to how you can best ensure a proper fit, The Bra Book is the source for woman everywhere. With the help of corporate sponsor Fashion Forms, The Bra Book will have significant national visibility.

Luciani’s warm, supportive style guides the reader through a minefield of bra facts, fallacies and faux-pas in chapters like “The Herstory of Bras,” “Breast RX” and “Mountains vs. Molehills.” Each chapter offers expert advice alongside a plethora of full-color photographs and useful diagrams, witty quotes from real men and women, tons of tips and a tear-out guide to take the confusion out of bra shopping—and put the fun back in. The Bra Book doesn’t just tell women how bras work; it shows them how to make their bras work for them!

OF NOTE

• Fashion Forms will be distributing 20,000 copies of The Bra Book to specialty boutiques, lingerie stores and department stores

• A new bra—The Formula Bra—has been developed to be released in conjunction with the book’s release

• Author Jené Luciani has a well-established media platform

• Luciani’s Web site and blog, Jeneluciani.com, receive thousands of hits monthly

• Introduction by Ann Deal, CEO of Fashion Forms

978-1933771-94-6
TRADE PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
8 X 8, 224 PAGES, FULL COLOR
$19.95 US/$25.00 CAN
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JENÉ LUCIANI is a fashion, beauty and lifestyle editor, expert, host and broadcast personality and can be seen regularly doling out tips and advice on local news outlets all around the country. She has appeared nationally on “The Daily Buzz,” Style Network, Discovery Channel, Better TV and on Fox’s “Good Day NY,” to name a few, and is a regular fashion commentator for “Fox 23 News” in Albany, N.Y. Jené lives in New York City with her husband.
The Great American Heart Hoax
Livesaving Advice Your Doctor Should Tell You About Heart Disease Prevention (But Probably Never Will)

MICHAEL OZNER, MD

A renowned cardiologist shows the way to heart health without stents or surgery

Clinical studies show that cardiovascular intervention does not prevent heart attacks or prolong life in stable patients with coronary artery disease ... so why are more than 1.5 million angioplasties and coronary bypass surgeries done annually in the United States alone? In *The Great American Heart Hoax*, esteemed cardiologist Michael Ozner, author of *The Miami Mediterranean Diet*, reveals groundbreaking truths about what actually helps prevent and reverse heart disease and what isn’t worth the money or risk.

Discover disturbing realities from a cardiologist about the billion-dollar cardiovascular intervention industry. While a minority of patients may benefit from surgery, Ozner uncovers that the majority can employ much simpler methods, such as diet, exercise and medical therapy, to achieve better results—without stents or surgery. Most important, *The Great American Heart Hoax* provides a 10-step program to improve your heart health and reduce your risk of heart disease.

MICHAEL OZNER, MD, FACC, FAHA, is one of America’s leading advocates for heart disease prevention. Ozner is a board-certified cardiologist, a Fellow of the American College of Cardiology and of the American Heart Association and medical director of Wellness & Prevention at Baptist Health South Florida. He was the recipient of the 2008 American Heart Association Humanitarian Award.
The Stem Cell Miracle

The Healing Secret From Medicine’s Future That’s Saving Lives Today

WILLIAM C. RADER, MD

For decades you’ve been told that stem cells have the potential to improve the health of millions, cure a wide range of diseases and revolutionize medical science … someday. You’ve been told that it would take decades of work with mice before, in some far-off day, we could begin human trials. But if, as most scientists agree, stem cells have this incredible potential, shouldn’t we be doing everything we can to bring this technology to those suffering, right now?

Fortunately for all of us, Dr. William Rader felt the same way.

If you thought the time of medical breakthroughs was over, brace yourself for the untold story of a doctor who singlehandedly, in the face of disdain from his colleagues and threats from government bureaucrats, made a breakthrough scientific discovery. Dr. Rader discovered how to apply fetal stem cell technology to humans and has saved the lives and eased the suffering of more than 1,500 patients since 1995.

Dr. Rader, familiar to millions as a respected medical expert on ABC-TV, reveals the astounding truth about the most extensive fetal stem cell trials ever conducted on human patients—mostly so-called “hopeless” cases.

Now, the truth can be told, and it reads like an adventure story, spanning three continents as one doctor dared to defy the FDA, the medical establishment and the drug companies.

MARKETING

• Traditional marketing to book trade, magazines (health, news), newspapers, broadcast (television/radio) and online outlets
• A documentary of Dr. Rader is currently being filmed
• Major national television is anticipated

OF NOTE

• The author is the only American physician involved in the clinical application of human fetal stem cells
• The author has co-hosted and been a guest on several television talk shows
• In addition to his Naval Commendation, Dr. Rader is the recipient of the Sandoz Award (first in his psychiatric residency class, USC, 1971), and has received awards from Overeaters Anonymous (Man of the Year, 1982) and the National Council of Alcoholism

WILLIAM C. RADER, MD, is the only American physician involved in the actual clinical application of human fetal stem cells. Over the past 12 years, he has successfully treated more than a thousand patients.

Dr. Rader earned his medical degree with honors from the State University of New York at Buffalo in 1967 and was first in his psychiatric residency class at the University of Southern California Medical Center in 1971.

For more than a decade, Dr. Rader was one of the first national medical experts on
For the first time, a doctor reveals the dramatic details of more than 1,500 successful stem cell treatments, many on patients considered “hopeless” cases.

“I wasn’t interested in waiting for the results of endless experiments on mice after what I had learned,” Rader said. Even after Dr. Rader’s proven multiple successes in treating patients suffering from brain damage, cancer, Alzheimer’s, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, AIDS, stroke, autism, spinal cord injury, cerebral palsy, down syndrome and numerous other major afflictions, the FDA and the medical establishment fought him with intimidation tactics and threats of serious repercussions. But Bill Rader never quit.

“They called me arrogant, impulsive and out of control. They said my results were fallacious because I did not follow the scientific method, which includes double-blind studies. I refused to do double-blind studies; giving one child who had a terminal illness a placebo and another fetal stem cells, knowing that I had successfully treated their disease in the past, would, to me, be tantamount to murder. In my experience, ignoring convention can bring new information and sometimes even remarkable results. They accused me of shooting in the dark—but I never shot from the hip. After over a year of due diligence in various parts of the world including China, I understood what I was about to do. I just had to discover the exact method of actualizing it. And today the results—my patients—speak for themselves!”

*The Stem Cell Miracle* reveals the science behind Dr. Rader’s breakthroughs, the struggles with the medical establishment and, most important, the detailed results of his work with many hundreds of patients. Dr. Rader is ready—in fact anxious—with this book, to share his technologies and results with everyone, including the medical establishment. After more than 1,500 successful treatments, he believes this lifesaving technology should be available to the general public. Don’t you agree?
Secrets of the Dragon Riders
Your Favorite Authors on Christopher Paolini’s Inheritance Cycle: Completely Unauthorized

JAMES A. OWEN

This must-have collection gives Eragon’s fans a new appreciation of the books they love

Millions of readers adore Christopher Paolini’s Inheritance Cycle: its earnest hero, its breathtaking battles and, of course, its awe-inspiring dragon Saphira. But there’s so much more to the series than meets the eye—and Secrets of the Dragon Riders, edited by today’s second hottest dragon-writer James A. Owen, shows readers what they’re missing.

Why might Roran be the real hero of the Inheritance Cycle? What does Paolini’s writing have in common with RPGs? Are teenage writers judged more harshly than their adult counterparts? The YA authors in Secrets of the Dragon Riders—some of them no older than Paolini when he wrote Eragon—each take on a different aspect of the series to engage and entertain Paolini fans.

MARKETING
* Traditional media campaign
* Heavy online marketing targeting fan and teen lit sites
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$14.95 US/$18.95 CAN

JAMES A. OWEN is the author and illustrator of the Chronicles of the Imaginarium Geographica—which includes Here, There Be Dragons, The Search for the Red Dragon and The Indigo King—as well as the Starchild comic series. He lives and works in northeastern Arizona.
Chelsea Cooley has won a number of pageants—including Miss North Carolina, Miss United States Teen and Miss USA—and was a top-10 finisher in 2005's Miss Universe. Now she wants to help the estimated 3 million to 4 million women competing in the 700,000 pageants worldwide. A coach to more than 50 clients in more than a dozen states, Cooley has personally helped 16 women reach the Miss USA competition in 2008 alone and is sharing her secrets in one comprehensive guide.

*Beauty Pageant Confidential* provides insider knowledge about the pageant world, including how to:

- Find the best advisers and professionals
- Turn dreams into goals and goals into winning
- Handle the financial aspects of competing
- Pick the right dress, hairstyle and makeup
- Survive disasters
- Feel confident and empowered

Full of personal anecdotes and inspiration from past pageant winners, judges and Cooley herself, *Beauty Pageant Confidential* gives sound advice to help women and girls everywhere come closer to the crown.
BenBella Books’ Backlist Phenomenon

The China Study

Startling Implications for Diet, Weight Loss and Long-term Health

T. COLIN CAMPBELL, PHD, AND THOMAS M. CAMPBELL II

Even today, as new fad diets sweep the nation, two-thirds of adults are still obese and children are being diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes, typically an “adult” disease, at an alarming rate. If we’re eating healthier, why are Americans stricken with heart disease as often as we were 30 years ago?

In The China Study, T. Colin Campbell, PhD, details the connection between nutrition and heart disease, diabetes and cancer, as well as nutrition’s ability to reduce or reverse the risk or effects of these deadly illnesses. Campbell also examines the source of nutritional confusion produced by powerful lobbies, government entities and opportunistic scientists. The New York Times has recognized the study as the “Grand Prix of epidemiology” and the “most comprehensive large study ever undertaken of the relationship between diet and the risk of developing disease.”

The China Study is not a diet book. Consumers are bombarded with conflicting messages regarding health and nutrition; the market is flooded with popular titles about programs such as the Atkins Diet and the South Beach Diet. Dr. Campbell cuts through the haze of misinformation and delivers an insightful message to anyone living with cancer, diabetes, heart disease or obesity, and those concerned with the effects of aging. Additionally, he challenges the validity of low-carb fad diets and issues a startling warning to their followers.

OF NOTE

• The China Study has sold more than 330,000 copies nationwide and 5,000–10,000 copies continue to sell each month

SELLING TERRITORY: WORLD except Australia
FOREIGN RIGHTS: WORLD except Chinese Simple, Chinese Complex, Hungary, Japanese, Turkey, French, Romania, Poland, Czech, Australian, German, Bulgarian, Russian, Hebrew, Croatian

For more than 40 years, DR. T. COLIN CAMPBELL has been at the forefront of nutrition research. His legacy, the China Study, is the most comprehensive study of health and nutrition ever conducted. Dr. Campbell is Jacob Gould Schurman Professor Emeritus of Nutritional Biochemistry at Cornell University. He has received more than 70 grant-years of peer-reviewed research funding and authored more than 300 research papers. The China Study was the culmination of a 20-year partnership of Cornell University, Oxford University and the Chinese Academy of Preventive Medicine.
This national bestselling book that has sold more than 330,000 copies reports on the most comprehensive nutritional study ever conducted.

Praise for The China Study

“The China Study is the most important book on nutrition and health to come out in the last 75 years. Everyone should read it....” —David Klein, Publisher/Editor of Living Nutrition Magazine

“Dr. Campbell and his son, Thomas, have written a lively, provocative and important book that deserves widespread attention.” —Frank Rhodes, PhD, President (1978–1995) Emeritus, Cornell University

“Colin Campbell's The China Study is an important book and a highly readable one. The China Study is a story that needs to be heard.” —Robert C. Richardson, PhD, Nobel Prize Winner, Professor of Physics and Vice Provost of Research, Cornell University

“Everyone in the field of nutrition science stands on the shoulders of T. Colin Campbell, who is one of the giants in the field. This is one of the most important books about nutrition ever written—reading it may save your life.” —Dean Ornish, MD, Founder & President, Preventive Medicine Research Institute, Clinical Professor of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco; author, Dr. Dean Ornish’s Program for Reversing Heart Disease and Love & Survival
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Local Fax: (604) 323-2600
customerservice@raincoast.com
services.raincoast.com

UNITED KINGDOM & IRELAND
Turnaround Publisher Services Ltd.
Unit 3, Olympia Trading Estate
Coburg Road, London
N22 6TZ
Switchboard: 020 8829 3000
orders@turnaround-uk.com
www.turnaround-uk.com

EUROPE
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
Kemper Conseil
Tel: 31 70 386 80 31
Fax: 31 70 386 14 98
info@kemperconseil.nl

Scandinavia
Ben Greig
Colin Flint Publisher’s Scandinavian Consultancy
Tel: 44 (0)1223 565052
ben.greig@dial.pipex.com

Central & Eastern Europe
Laszlo Horvath
Tel: 36 1 379 5032
Fax: 36 30 9421 071
laszloaw@axelro.hu

Germany, Austria, Switzerland
Bernd Feldmann
Tel: 49 3301 20 57 75
Fax: 49 3301 20 57 82
blefeldmann@snafu.de
www.shs-feldmann.de

Greece, Cyprus
Charles Gibbes
Mob: 357 99268211
UK mob: 44 (0)7814 843572
charlesgibbes@hotmail.com

ITALY
David Pickering
Mare Nostrum Publishing Consultants
Mob: 39 348 3183884
UK mob: 44 (0)7986 559391
davidpickering@mare-nostrum.co.uk
www.mare-nostrum.co.uk

France
Sabrina Cote
Mare Nostrum Publishing Consultants
Mob: 33 6 27290802
sabrincote@mare-nostrum.co.uk
www.mare-nostrum.co.uk

SPAIN, PORTUGAL
Cristina de Lara
Mare Nostrum Publishing Consultants
Tel/Fax: 34 91 633 6665
cristinadelara@mare-nostrum.co.uk
www.mare-nostrum.co.uk

MALTA
Jim Blaho
Tel: 39 053 708580
blahojim@yahoo.com
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OPEN MARKET
Publishers Group Worldwide
841 Broadway, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10003 USA
Tel: (212) 614-7981
Fax: (212) 614-7866
Orders: intlorders@pgw.com
General Inquiries:
sara.mcdermott@perseusbooks.com

AUSTRIA, NEW ZEALAND
Palgrave Macmillan
Level 1, 15-19 Claremont Street
South Yarra VIC 3141
Australia
Tel: 03 9825 1056
Fax: 03 9825 1010
palgrave@macmillan.com.au

LATIN AMERICA, THE CARIBBEAN
Miraida Morales
22-C, Pocket-C
Siddhartha Extension
New Delhi - 100 014 India
Tel: 91 11 2634 9549
Fax: 91 11 2634 9902
njha@ravemedia.in

CHINA, HONG KONG, TAIWAN
Wei Zhao
2-1-503 UHN International
2 Xi Ba He Dong Li
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100028 China
Tel: 13683018054
Fax: 011 86 10 5130 1051
wzbooks@aol.com

THE PHILIPPINES, GUAM
Jaime Gregorio
408 Cornell Street, South Pointe Townhomes
L P. Leviste Village, Barangay Merville Paranaque City, 1700 The Philippines
Tel: (632) 822-1108
Fax: (632) 824-0835
jcggregorio@pacific.net.ph

MIDDLE EAST
Ray Potts
Polages
11420 Villautou (Aude)
France
Tel: 33 (0) 4 68 60
Fax: 44 1432 880003
44 1432 880191

INDIA, NEPAL, SRI LANKA, BANGLADESH, MALDIVES
Nandan Jha
22-C, Pocket-C
Siddhartha Extension
New Delhi - 100 014 India
Tel: 91 11 2634 9549
Fax: 91 11 2634 9902
njha@ravemedia.in

CHINA, HONG KONG, TAIWAN
Wei Zhao
2-1-503 UHN International
2 Xi Ba He Dong Li
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100028 China
Tel: 13683018054
Fax: 011 86 10 5130 1051
wzbooks@aol.com
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